
Minutes of BTCC Meeting held on 5th April

Present:  G Neave,  S Lamb, L Wall, T Edmunds and G Murrells

Waste bins on Staithe

G Neave and T Edmunds had held a meeting with Directors of Cox’s boatyard.  They want us to save 
them money.  

The boatyard has 4 bins emptied by North Norfolk District Council, costing them £18.50, whereas 
ours was quoted  at £15.94 per empty.  If we can negotiate with North Norfolk District Council to 
reduce their cost too, the boatyard will give us half their saving back ie. approximately £4 per week 
giving about £100 a year.    The question was raised – could the boatyard be asked if their bin could 
be included if necessary at busy times on the staithe?

North Norfolk District Council have informed us that the bins and compound will be removed during 
the week commencing  11th April.  

Help from Punt Club?  T Edmunds said they were looking forward to include replacement of a 
pontoon and therefore are trying to raise £150,000.  T Edmunds was asked to mention increasing the 
entrance fee to the regatta.  T Edmunds would take it to their next meeting.

Car Park – How could the boatyard help us?  They would lend manpower and could offer favourable 
rates for use of machinery.

Black Shed – painting interior walls

G Neave had received three quotations.

Chris Ryan £500  inclusive of labour (written on back of business card)

David Wright £285 quotation - would not allow the wall to breathe

Steven Luxford  £550

The quotation from Steven Luxford was approved and accepted.

G Neave and T Edmunds agreed to put in an airbrick/vent.

G Neave and D Bradley discussed completion of the Waste Collection Application Form.  D Bradley 
would complete the form online and send a separate schedule of collections to NNDC.




